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Abstract

Montages are a semi-visual language specification formalism re-
cently proposed by some of the authors. This framework has been
successfully used to give complete executable specifications of lan-
guages like C and Java. This paper compares Montages with ac-
tion equations, both being paradigms for incorporating a means for
specifying dynamic semantics in an environment generator using
an attribute grammar framework. The major differences between
the two lie in the way they specify the semantic processing at the
nodes of the abstract syntax tree and how they specify control flow.
Action equations use equations, similar in spirit to the semantic
equations in attribute grammars, while Montages make use of Ab-
stract State Machine rules to specify the semantic processing. Con-
trol flow in Montages is represented as state-transitions in a finite
state machine which is specified using a graphical notation, while
action equations specify control flow by propagating events from
one node of the syntax tree to the other. Finally, the specifications
of common control structures found in any imperative or object-
oriented language are compared using the two formalisms and their
relative merits are discussed.

� Introduction

The mid and the late-eighties saw a proliferation of different pro-
gramming environment generators, some of the best known among
them being the Synthesizer Generator [37], Centaur [9], Pan [7],
Mentor [12], PSG [6], IPSEN [14], Pecan [36], Mjolner [32], Yg-
gdrasil [10], GIPE [21] and ASDL [27]. Very recently there has
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been some renewed interest in programming environment gener-
ators in the context of implementing Domain Specific Languages
(DSLs). For example, the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [26] has
been used to successfully implement several DSLs being used in
the industry [38, 39, 40]. [31] and [35] also report work in this
direction. The flexibility associated with generating a language im-
plementation from its specification result in significantly improving
the ease in maintenance, which is important in the DSL context. In
contrast to previous work on programming environment generators
where the main focus was on the generation of a language-based
editing system, current interests, however, are more related to is-
sues like generating efficient compilers, interpreters, debuggers,
and above all, ease in specification. Some of these tools can be
generated only if the runtime behavior of a program is contained
in the language description. As a result of this the specification of
dynamic semantics has gained more importance than in the past.

Among the several mechanisms proposed for specifying pro-
gramming environments, attribute grammar systems have been one
of the most successful ones. The main reason for this lies in the fact
that they can be written in a declarative style and are highly mod-
ular. However, by itself they are unsuitable for the specification
of dynamic semantics. The work of Gail Kaiser on action equa-
tions (AE) [23, 24] addresses this problem by augmenting attribute
grammars with mechanisms taken from action routines proposed
by Medina-Mora in [33] for use in language based environments.
Action routines are based on semantic routines used in compiler
generation systems such as Yacc, in which the semantics process-
ing is written as a set of routines in either a conventional program-
ming language or a special language devised for this purpose [1].
Each node in the abstract syntax tree (AST) is associated with such
actions and the execution of a construct is triggered by calling the
corresponding action routine. In contrast to this, actions in AE are
given by a set of rules similar in form to semantic equations of
attribute grammars. Such equations are embedded into an event-
driven architecture. Events occurring at any node of the AST acti-
vate the attached equations in the same sense in which in the action
routines paradigm commands trigger the associated action routines.
Equations which are not attached to any events correspond exactly
to the semantic equations of attribute grammars. Equations in this
framework can be of five types: assignments, constraints, condi-
tionals, delays and propagates. Assignments and constraints are
exactly similar in form, with the difference being that constraints
are not attached to events and hence are active at all times. The
propagate equations propagate an event from one node of the AST
to another after evaluating the equations in that node. Thus the con-
trol flow is modeled by propagation of events from one node to the
other.

This paper reevaluates the problem of specifying dynamic se-
mantics in an attribute grammar framework for language defini-
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tions in an environment generator, by comparing AEs with Mon-
tages [28, 4], a language specification environment proposed re-
cently by some of the authors.

Montages can as well be seen as a combination of Attribute
Grammars and Action Routines. For giving the actions, Montages
use Abstract State Machine (ASM) rules. ASMs where introduced
by Gurevich in [16, 18] to formally specify algorithms on arbi-
trary abstraction levels. There exist a number of case studies ap-
plying ASMs to the specification of programming languages. In
the case of imperative and object oriented languages, these appli-
cations work in the same way as Action Routine specifications, but
they have a formal semantics. Besides being formal, those case
studies are characterized by being compact, simple, and therefore
easy to understand. They have been used to specify the dynamic
semantics of a number of programming languages like Modula-
2, Occam, C, C++, Oberon, and more recently Java (see [8] for
a commented bibliography on ASM case-studies). However, all
the ASM case-studies abstract away certain details of the language
and also assume an explicit representation of the control- and data-
flow graph. Montages adapt and integrate the ASM framework for
specifying dynamic semantics with attribute grammars, and a vi-
sual notation for specifying control-flow as state transitions in a
hierarchical finite state machine (FSM).

In short the differences between AE and Montages can be sum-
marized as follows. In AE, the semantic processing at each node of
the abstract syntax tree (AST) is given by sets of equations which
are attached to particular events. The triggering of an event at a
node leads to a reevaluation of these equations. Montages on the
other hand uses ASM rules to specify such semantic processing,
which is strictly different from the concept of using equations. Sec-
tion 2 briefly introduces the basic concepts behind ASMs and ex-
amines how its rules differ from the equations used to describe the
semantics processing in the nodes of the syntax tree in the case of
AEs.

As a second difference, control flow in AEs is specified by
propagating an event from a source to a destination node, thereby
activating the equations associated with this event in the destina-
tion node. In contrast to this, control flow in Montages is specified
by state transitions in a finite state machine, which is described us-
ing graphical notation. Section 3 describes the dynamic semantics
specification in Montages and the visual notations used for control-
flow, and explains the FSM interpretation of the visual descriptions.
Section 4 contains a description of a number of different control-
structures specified using Montages which are found in any imper-
ative or object-oriented language. These are compared to the cor-
responding specifications written using AE. In one example (Ex-
ample 6) we show a programming construct whose ASM-action
cannot be given as AE equation and in other example (Example 3)
we show that our visual notation makes it substantially easier to
understand a specification. In the process of describing with Mon-
tages the control structures which were defined in [24] using AE,
a small flaw was discovered in Example 3, which would have been
hard to overlook in a graphical description.

In Section 5 we describe how the Gem-Mex tool [3] supports
the Montages method. From a language specification it generates
an environment consisting of a parser, a type-checker, an interpreter
and a graphical debugging tool. The debugging tool is specialized
towards co-animation of both the program under consideration and
the Montages of the currently executed construct. Our tool was
used to specify a number of languages like C [22], Oberon [29],
Java [41] and for the design of a DSL in an industrial context [30].
We refer the interested reader to the Appendix for Montage de-
scribtions of the most commonly used programming language con-
structs supporting the imperative and object-oriented programming
paradigm. Such specifications serve as well as language descrip-
tion front-end in Verifix [15, 19], an integrated environment for the

generation of provably correct compilers. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

� Abstract State Machines

Over the last decade a number of algebraic formalisms has been
proposed to cope with the problem of the specification of systems
with dynamic behavior ([11, 5, 17] to mention a few). These works
motivated the concept of Dynamic Abstract Data Types [13] where
a notion of state is explicitly introduced as a class of algebras and
operations which change the state are non-homomorphic algebra
transformations. In other words as the state evolves a non-monotonic
evolution takes place and certain properties (e.g. the validity of an
equation) are not retained in the target state. Abstract State Ma-
chines are a Dynamic Abstract Data Type framework, where the
fundamental concept is that functions are defined over a set U , and
can be changed point-wise. The set U referred to as the superuni-
verse in ASM parlance, always contains the distinct elements true,
false, and undef. Apart from these U can contain numbers, strings,
and possibly anything, depending on what is being modeled. In
our context, i.e. describing the dynamic semantics of programming
languages, we will always assume the existence of an abstract syn-
tax tree (AST) T� and all the nodes of T� will be elements of U .

Being slightly more formal, we define the state � of a system
as a mapping from a signature � (which is a collection of func-
tion symbols) to actual functions. We write f� for denoting the
function which interprets the symbol f in the state �. Attributes
of the nodes of an AST are modeled by unary functions and the
value of an attribute a of a node n can be retrieved by the function
application a�n�. For convenience we also allow the dot notation
which is used in attribute grammars and object-oriented program-
ming. Details regarding the use of unary functions as attributes and
the implementation choices available are discussed in [34].

Subsets of U , called universes, are modeled by unary functions
from U to true, false. Such a function returns true for all elements
belonging to the universe, and false otherwise. A function f from
a universe U to a universe V is a unary operation on the supe-
runiverse such that for all a � U , f�a� � V and f�a� � undef
otherwise. The universe Boolean consists of true and false, and in
our case there might be a universe Node whose elements are the
nodes of T�. Additionally, the abstract syntax definition introduces
a number of node-types, following which the nodes of the same
type can be grouped together in a universe. Universes like Number,
String, etc. can be used to group together the respective elements.

Example � Consider the following abstract syntax where the
non-terminal Sum has two components, both of the type EXPRES-
SION, the non-terminal Variable has the component name, and
Constant has the component number. Instances of an EX-
PRESSION can be a Sum, a Variable, or a Constant.

Sum ::= left_expr: EXPRESSION
right_expr: EXPRESSION

Variable ::= name: IDENT
Constant ::= number: DIGITS

Following this abstract syntax, the term “2 + x + 1” can be mapped
to the tree shown in Figure 1.

The superuniverse in this case, among other things, contains
the nodes � through �. A universe Sum contains the nodes � and
�, a universe Constant contains nodes � and �, and lastly a uni-
verse Variable contains only node 	. The component left expr
of node � maps to node �, and in node � it maps to node 	. Cor-
respondingly, the mapping for right expr is as shown in the
figure. �
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Figure 1: The abstract syntax tree for 2 + x + 1

A basic ASM transition rule is of the form

f�t�� � � � � tn� 
� t�

where f�t�� � � � � tn� and t� are closed terms (i.e. terms contain-
ing no free variables) in the signature �. The semantics of such
a rule is this: evaluate all the terms in the given state, and update
the function corresponding to f at the value of the tuple resulting
out of evaluating �t�� � � � � tn� to the value obtained by evaluating
t�. Rules are composed in a parallel fashion, so the corresponding
updates are all executed at once. Apart from the basic transition
rule shown above, there also exist conditional rules where the firing
depends on the evaluated boolean condition-term, do-for-all rules
which allow the firing of the same rule for all the elements of a uni-
verse, and lastly extend rules which are used for introducing new
elements into a universe. Transition rules are recursively built up
from these rules.

Of course not all functions can be updated. The basic arithmetic
operations (like add, which takes two operands) are typically not re-
definable. Other examples of static functions are the attributes de-
fined by static semantic equations, which therefore can not change
throughout the entire program execution. An example of a dynamic
function would be an attribute value of the Sum nodes in Figure 1,
to hold the current value of an expression. The update of this at-
tribute will be given by the rule

value := left expr.value + right expr.value

Formally, the semantics of a rule R in a state � is given by
its denotation Upd�R���, which is a set of updates. The resulting
state-transition changes the functions corresponding to the symbols
in � in a point-wise manner, using updates. An update is a triple

�f� �e�� � � � � en�� e��

where f is a n-ary function symbol in � and e�� � � � � en are ele-
ments of U . Intuitively, firing this update in a state � changes the
function associated with the symbol f in � at the point �e�� � � � � en�
to the value e�, leaving the rest of the function (i.e. its values at all
other points) unchanged.

Firing the updates in Upd�R� �� in the state � results in its suc-
cessor state ��. For any function symbol f from �, the relation
between f� and f�� is given by

f���e�� � � � � en� ��
e� if �f� �e�� � � � � en�� e�� � Upd�R���

f�� �e�� � � � � en� otherwise

The different forms of rules are given below. We use eval� to
denote the usual term evaluation in the state �.

Basic Update if R � f�t�� � � � � tn� 
� t�
where t�� � � � � tn are terms over �, then
Upd�R��� � �f� �eval��t��� � � � � eval��tn��� eval��t���

Parallel Composition if R � R� � � � Rm

then Upd�R� �� �
S

i�f����� �mg Upd�Ri� ��

Conditional Rules if R � if t then Rtrue else Rfalse endif
then

Upd�R��� �

�
Upd�Rtrue� �� if eval��t� � true

Upd�Rfalse� �� otherwise

Do-for-all if R � do forall x in U
R�

enddo

then Upd�R� �� �
S

e�U Upd�R�� �x��e�
where �x��e is the same as the state � with the addition that
the nullary function symbol x is interpreted as the element e.

Extend if R � extend U with x
R�

endextend

then Upd�R� �� � Upd�R�� �x��e�,
where e does not belong to the domain or the co-domain of
any of the functions corresponding to the symbols in �.

Example � Let us assume that the value attribute of all the nodes
of the syntax tree of Example 1 have been calculated, during a
traversal of the tree. Now we give an ASM rule which generates
an exception-object for each Sum node, when the result of the ad-
dition is larger than a constant MAX INTEGER. The exceptions are
grouped in a universe Expection.

do forall n in Sum
if (n.value > MAX_INTEGER) then

extend Exception with e
e.kind := "overflow"
e.reason := n

endextend
endif

enddo

This example illustrates the use of all the ASM rules described
above and also shows how the value of the attribute reason can
be a node in the AST. �

� Speci�cation of Control Flow

In this section the control flow specification of the two formalisms
are compared to prepare for the examples described in Section 4.
We consider only the application of the event-driven mechanism to
situations with a single sequential thread of control. For such situ-
ations it is possible to represent the control flow as state transitions
in a FSM.

��� Describing Control Flow in Montages

Traditional ASM specifications of programming languages typi-
cally use an abstract program counter that points to nodes of the
AST and conditional rules trigger the right action depending on the
type of the node. A number of ASM case-studies led to the con-
clusion that the transition rules of such models can be separated
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Figure 2: Relationship between language specification and instances.

into two parts. The first updates the abstract program counter and
models the control flow, while the second is concerned with the
remaining calculations, for example those related to updating vari-
ables. The first part can be very naturally as a FSM, whose states
are associated with ASM rules that describe the computations cor-
responding to the second part. At any state of the FSM, the cor-
responding action rules are fired followed by a state transition to
the next state. As in other state-based formalisms (such as Harel’s
Statecharts), the control arrows can be labeled with boolean predi-
cates which determine the flow of control. Labels may be omitted.
A control arrow without a label has a default-behavior, e.g. if no
other arrow originating from its source has a label evaluating to
true, then the unlabeled arrow gets active. This section shows how
the Montages paradigm uses this view and structures a language
specification.

A Montages specification consists of four parts: EBNF produc-
tion rules, specification of static semantics, a visual notation for
specifying control-flow, and the specification of dynamic seman-
tics. The EBNF production rules are used to generate a parser,
and then map in a canonical way a parsed program into an abstract
syntax tree (AST). The details of this are not the concern of the
present paper, so throughout this article only the abstract syntax is
shown. Specifying static semantics using attribute grammars is a
standard technique, and [20] explains how allowing attributes to be
references to nodes in the syntax tree simplifies the description of
problems with non-local dependencies. One example of this is the
complex scoping rules for modular and object-oriented languages.
The third part of a specification describes the control-flow in terms
of state transitions in a finite state machine (FSM). A visual de-
scription is associated with each syntax rule which defines a local
FSM and also specifies how this FSM can be plugged into a global
FSM via an inductive decoration of the AST. Towards this end,
each node of the AST is decorated with a copy of the FSM frag-
ment given by its Montage. The references to descendents of a
node defines an inductive construction of the global FSM. This is
described in Section 3.1.1. Finally, the last part consists of ASM
rules of the form described in Section 2, specifying the dynamic
semantics. Any state of the FSM may be associated with an ASM

rule, which is fired when this state is reached. The transitions in the
FSM are conditional, the conditions being build up from attributes
of the nodes of the AST. Figure 2 depicts a specification and its
corresponding instantiation.

A complete language specification is structured into specifica-
tion modules called Montages. Each Montage corresponding to a
language construct describes the semantics of that construct. As an
example, Figure 3 shows the Montage for the non-terminal Sum,
whose abstract syntax was introduced in Example 1. This example
is used in the later sections as well, and we refer to the expression
language as L and the term ”2 + x + 1”, whose AST is shown in
Figure 1, as P .

����� From an AST to a Control�Flow Graph

Figure 4 shows the Montages for the productions Variable and Con-
stant of the language L. The visual notation in each Montage con-
tains the information about the local FSM to be associated with
each node of the AST corresponding to the Montage, and the in-
formation required to embed this FSM into the global FSM which
corresponds to the input program. Figure 5 shows how the graph-
ical fragments from each of the Montages are associated with the
nodes of the AST corresponding to the program P , and Figure 6
shows the hierarchical state transition graph resulting from an in-
ductive nesting of these fragments.

Visual Notation for Control�Flow The semantics of the graph-
ical notation used in the Montages can be described as follows:

1. There are two kinds of nodes - ovals and boxes. The ovals
represent the ordinary states of the FSM. They are also la-
beled with an action name, the action (specified using ASM
rules) being fired when the state is reached. The boxes corre-
spond to superstates, which are FSMs themselves. These are
the FSMs corresponding to the components on the right-hand
side of the abstract syntax rule. The definition of these FSMs
are given in the Montages corresponding to the respective
components.
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Sum ::= left_expr : EXPRESSION

right_expr

value := left_expr.value + right_expr.value

left_expr

right_expr : EXPRESSION

Figure 3: Montage for the Sum construct

Variable ::= name: Ident

lookUpI T

@lookUp:
value :=

ValueOfVar(name)

Constant ::= number: Digits

setValueI T

@setValue:
value := number

Figure 4: The Montages for the language S .
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Figure 5: The finite state machines belonging to the nodes.
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Figure 6: The constructed hierarchical finite state machine.
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2. The arrows correspond to edges in the hierarchical state tran-
sition graph of the generated FSM. The source and the target
of an arrow can be either a box or an oval. In addition to
this, there are two arrows, one with its source marked as I
(for Initial) and target as a box or an oval, and the other with
its target marked as T (for Terminal) and its source as a box
or an oval. The arrow marked with I indicates the entry into
the local FSM and that marked with T indicates the exit from
it. A transition to a superstate of the FSM results in an entry
to the first state of the FSM (marked by the I arrow) which
constitutes this superstate.

Hierarchical FSM The boxes in the visual description in each
Montage are references to the corresponding state transition graphs.
Resolving these references in the case of our example expression
language described in Example 1 leads to the FSM shown in Fig-
ure 6. This hierarchical FSM gives the dynamic semantics of the
program and a direct execution of this is possible. Like in State-
charts, a hierarchical state is entered at the initial state, which is
indicated by an I arrow. If the final state (marked with an out-going
T arrow) is reached, there is a transition to a state which is one level
above in the hierarchy.

����� Executing the Dynamic Semantic Rules

Given the FSM shown in Figure 6, it is possible to trace the exe-
cution of our example program using the action rules given in the
Montages in Figures 3 and 4. The initial state is the superstate
left expr (node 2), the entry into this state being marked by the
I arrow in the graphical fragment attached to the root node of the
AST shown in Figure 5. Since this is a superstate, it leads to a
sequence of transitions through the states of the FSM which consti-
tutes this superstate. In this case the only state inside this superstate
is the simple state shown with the oval, which is labeled with the
action setValue. This action is specified in the Constant Montage
shown in Figure 4 and results in updating the value attribute of node
� with the constant stored in the Name component. After this ac-
tion rule is executed the conditions on the out-going arrows from
this state is evaluated. In this example there is only one out-going
arrow with the default condition true, and it results in a transition
to the superstate marked with right expr in the fragment attached
to node � of the tree in Figure 5. Visiting all the states one by one
in this way the action rules lookUp, setValue, add, followed by an
add once again, are executed. The add action accesses the value at-
tributes of the children of the Sum node and sets the value attribute
of the node to their sum.

��� Control Flow in Action Equations

As described in Section 1, the AE paradigm is based on the concept
of attaching a set of equations with non-terminals of the grammar,
and thereby with the instances of the non-terminals as the nodes of
the AST. The occurrence of an event at a node of the AST leads
to an evaluation of the equations attached to that particular event
in that node. Events, like attributes in attribute grammars, can be
either synthesized or inherited. The events associated with the left-
hand non-terminal of a production, as shown below, are synthe-
sized.

production
event� �

equation���

� � �
equation��m

� � �
eventp �

equationp��
� � �
equationp�q

Here equation��� through equation��m are attached to event�,
and similarly for the other events. Inherited events with their at-
tached equations are associated with the right-hand non-terminals
of a production. In [24] the left-hand non-terminal is referred to as
the goal-symbol, the non-terminals on the right as the components
of the goal symbol, and the context-free grammar notation is the
same as that introduced in Example 1. Using this notation the in-
herited events are given as

goal symbol ::=
component�: type
� � �
componentn: type

eventa On component� �
equations

eventb On component� �
equations

� � �

eventz On componentn �
equations

The On keyword is used to denote that the inherited event is
associated with the named component. It was also mentioned in
Section 1 that the propagate equation is used to propagate an event
from a source to a destination node of the AST. This has the effect
of activating the equations at the destination node attached to the
named event. Formally the equation is stated as

Propagate event To destination

Using these equations at each step of the computation, set of equa-
tions is dynamically determined and activated. The reevaluation of
these equations results in the redefinition of a number of attributes.
This redefinition of attributes is used for side-effects. The next Sec-
tion shows the AE specifications for common control constructs
and compares these with Montages specifications for the same con-
structs. Throughout the Section, sequential control flow is modeled
with two kind of events, Execute and Continue.

� Examples of Control Structures

Example � As first example how to model dynamic semantics
with AE we take the if statement, as it is described in [24]. The
ifStm has two children, the condition-part being an expression, and
the thenpart, being a statement.

ifStm ::= condpart: EXPRESSION
thenpart: STATEMENT

When the Execute event occurs at an instance of ifStm, the Execute
is propagated to the condpart.

Execute ->
Propagate Execute To condpart

After any semantics processing involving the condpart are com-
pleted (including, for example, the setting of its value attribute),
then the condpart propagates the Continue event to itself. A Con-
tinue on the condpart activates the following pair.

Continue On condpart ->
If condpart.value

6



ifStm ::= condpart: EXPRESSION
thenpart: STATEMENT

condpartI

thenpart

condpart.value

o T

Figure 7: The ifStm Montage

Then Propagate Execute To thenpart
Else Propagate Continue To self

If the value-attribute evaluates to true, Execute is propagated to the
thenpart. If not, the if statement has completed execution, and Con-
tinue is propagated to itself.

After the thenpart terminates, the Continue is correspondingly
propagated to the ifStm.

Continue On thenpart ->
Propagate Continue To self

Figure 7 we see how the same mechanism is given in terms of a
FSM. It the ifStm is executed, the first visited state is the cond-
part. The semantics processing involving the condpart is given by
the related FSM, whose actions set for instance its value attribute.
The condpart has then two outgoing control edges along which the
processing of the ifStm continues. One of the edges is labeled by

condpart�value

and the other has no label. In such cases, the non-labeled edge is
assumed to represent the else-case, e.g. the case when all labels of
other edges evaluate to true. Consequently, if the condpart.value
is true, control continues to the thenpart, otherwise control leaves
the ifStm through the terminal T. When the semantic processing of
the thenpart terminates, control leaves the ifStm along the unique
outgoing arrow.

The advantage to have an explicit visual representation of the
control flow is that it is much easer to understand and validate the
semantics of a construct like the ifStm. This is even indicated by
the fact that while we entered the above example we found that
the “Continue On thenpart” rule is missing in [24]. This rule cor-
responds to the unique outgoing arrow from the thenpart, and it
the user would forget this arrow it would be immediately clear that
something is missing.

Example � The following AE description gives the semantics of
a lazy evaluated boolean and as available for instance in Pascal. The
second operand must not be evaluated, if the first operand evaluates
to false. This is important for the semantics, since expressions may
have side effects. After the evaluation of the operands, the value
is equal to the value of operand2, if the value of operand1 is true,
otherwise it is equal to false.

boolAnd ::= operand1: EXPRESSION
operand2: EXPRESSION

Execute ->
Propagate Execute To operand1

Continue On operand1 ->
If operand1.value

boolAnd ::= operand1: EXPRESSION
operand2: EXPRESSION

operand1I operand2 set T

operand1.value = false

@set:
if operand1.value then

value := operand2.value
else

value := false
endif

Figure 8: The boolAnd Montage

Then Propagate Execute To operand2
Else Propagate Continue To self

Continue On operand2 ->
Propagate Continue To self

Continue ->
If operand1.value
Then value := operand2.value
Else value := false

In Figure 8 we see the equivalent Montage. While the form of the
value calculation remains the same, the visualization of the control
flow shortens the length of the textual elements considerably.

Example 	 Another example is the following loop construct.
After initialization, the control loops until the condition evaluates
to false. In each cycle, the reinitialization is executed. While in
Figure 9 the cyclic control structure is explicitly visible, in the fol-
lowing AE description it is encoded using the events.

loop ::= initialization: STATEMENT
condition: EXPRESSION
body: STATEMENT
reinitialization: STATEMENT

Execute ->
Propagate Execute To initialization

Continue On initialization, reinitializa-
tion ->

Propagate Execute To condition

Continue On condition ->
If condition.value
Then Propagate Execute To body
Else Propagate Continue To self

Continue On Body ->
Propagate Execute To reinitialization

Example 
 In a last example we consider a simple construct that
repeats a statement n-times, where n is a constant, positive integer.

constRepeat ::= constant: DIGITS
body: STATEMENT

7



loop ::= initialization: STATEMENT
condition: EXPRESSION
body: STATEMENT
reinitialization: STATEMENT

initializationI condition

body

condition.value

reinitialization

T

Figure 9: The loop Montage

constRepeat ::= constant: DIGITS
body: STATEMENT

dec ibody

i � 0

Tinit iI

@init i:
i := constant

@dec i:
i := i - 1

Figure 10: The constRepeat Montage

In a Montages specification we would introduce an attribute i, ini-
tialize it with constant, and after each time we executed the body
we decrease the value of i by one. If after this i is still larger than 0,
the body is reevaluated, else constRepeat terminates. In Figure 10
the complete Montage is given, using the name init i and dec i for
the two states doing the initialization and the decreasing.

Naively one would model this in a similar way with AEs:

constRepeat ::= constant: DIGITS
body: STATEMENT

Execute ->
i := constant
Propagate Execute To body

Continue On body ->
if (i - 1) > 0 then

Propagate Execute To body
i := i - 1

else
Propagate Continue To self

But using the AE framework, the formalization of

x � x� �

is not possible with one equation. There is an intrinsic circular
dependency in such an equation and the try to evaluate it would not
lead to a solution.

The only possible solution is to introduce a help-attribute h, and
to activate in a first step the equation

h � x� �

and then in a next step to activate the equation

x � h

In order to introduce an intermediate step, one needs to introduce a
new event helpEvent. Using this the complete AE solution is:

constRepeat ::= constant: DIGITS
body: STATEMENT

Execute ->
i := constant
Propagate Execute To body

Continue On body ->
if (i - 1) > 0 then

h := i - 1
Propagate helpEvent To self

else
Propagate Continue To self

helpEvent ->
i := h
Propagate Execute To body

This solution introduces an additional complexity which makes
the designer’s task more tedious and specifications more verbose,
respectively. In this respect, being Montages based on ASM, which
is a Dynamic Abstract Data Type framework, presents the advan-
tage that one can express directly the following update

x 
� x� �

requesting that the original value of the �-ary function x can be
discarded and replaced by a new one without an intermediate step,
i.e. by means of a non homomorphic transformation of the algebra
modeling the state before the modification.

	 Implementation

All the features of Montages described here are fully implemented
in the Gem-Mex tool-suite [2]. This provides the user a graphi-
cal environment where he/she can enter a language specification.
For the implementation of the tool-suite we use a special technique
that guarantees the correctness of the implementation under certain
conditions. In fact our approach splits the correctness problem of
the implementation into two smaller sub-problems. First we define
the meaning of a Montages in terms of an ASMs. To do this, we
need to give the meaning of the syntax rules, semantic equations,
finite state machines and actions in terms of ASMs, and we need to
further define in terms of ASMs how these specification parts inter-
act. In order to be able to do this we developed a dialect of ASMs
that supports several additional features, allowing to incorporate
the semantics of all components. Especially a component com-
position mechanism based on dynamic scoping is helpful in that
respect. After this, we need to provide an efficient compiler for our
ASM dialect. Given that the translation of semi-visual Montages
to the textual ASMs is correct, and given that our ASM compiler
is correct, we can guarantee the correctness of our implementation.
During the development and for maintenance of the tool this shows
to be a very useful property. Furthermore, we can further increase
our confidence in the correctness, by improving the method of map-
ping from visual to textual description, and by further developing
our ASM compiler technology. This improves the productiveness
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with respect to the traditional way of implementing the tool for a
new formalism from the scratch. Due to the state based nature of
our formalism we do not experience any efficiency problem.

In [24] the same mechanism used for dynamic semantics are
used for the definition of input/output, suspension/ continuation,
single stepping, and tracing of programs. For that purpose they ex-
tend the syntax of the described language and introduce new events
that correspond to the listed mechanisms. This approach is interest-
ing, since it can be used not only for giving debugger functionality,
but as well for dynamic semantic actions that involve the same kind
of mechanisms. For instance the suspension/continuation can be
used in simple mechanisms of distributed programming languages.

Concerning input/output, we can provide a seamless integration
of ASM-rules with the existing input/output mechanisms of various
operating systems. Input/output channels of the surrounding sys-
tems can be accessed like normal functions in ASMs, where input
channels are read-only functions, and output-channels are write-
only.

For providing debugger-functionality we have chosen to gen-
erate a specialized graphical environment, providing suspension/
continuation, single stepping, and tracing of programs. (rather than
including it in the language spec). All this functionalities are ac-
cessible via a graphical user interface, and they can be used for any
language specification without changing the specification. The ex-
plicit visualization of control flow is mapped in an intelligent way
to the current program under examination. If control flows from
one state to the next, along a control-edge, the tool animates this
flow in two ways. First the program text-fragments corresponding
to the source and the target state are colored, and the flow from the
source text-fragment to the target text-fragment is indicated by a
dynamically drawn arrow in the (original) program text. Second
the Montage containing the definition of the corresponding control
arrow is shown, and that arrow is highlighted as well. Like this, the
user sees in parallel the visualization of control on the program un-
der consideration, and the abstract, visual specification of the same
situation in the Montage. The Montages serve thus not only as a
means to enter visually the specification, but as well as a means
to display visually the specification of the currently executed con-
struct.

Single stepping and execution with variable speed are further
variants how the described visual execution can be used. In addition
it is possible to go not only forward in the control like this, but
backwards as well, and if desired not only the current Montage can
be displayed, but as well the previous and the next one.

For tracing the state, the user can open state-visualization win-
dows, whose view on the state is freely customizable. For instance,
he may trace the value of an invariant, that he expects to be true.
He can as well set a break point, not statically assigned to a pro-
gram point, but for instance to the event that the invariant does not
hold true. Like this the system can be used to validate invariant
information.


 Conclusion

This paper compared two different paradigms which extend the at-
tribute grammar framework in different ways, for the specification
of dynamic semantics in a programming environment generator.
Most of the previous work on environment generators were more
concerned with the generation of a language-based editing system.
The design of the AE paradigm followed this line, the main focus
being incremental semantic processing during editing. In contrast
to this, the Montages framework is concerned with the rapid pro-
totyping of a language and focuses on issues like ease of specifica-
tion.

It is understandable that the event oriented view is helpful and
probably even necessary for the specification of a system which has

to do some interactive processing. Apart from the Execute and the
Continue events of AE described in this paper which models the
control flow, other events arising from the functionality required in
an editor include events like Create, Delete, Clip, etc. Although
an editor is currently not generated in the Gem-Mex tool-suite for
Montages, we do not foresee any difficulties in doing so.

The event-based framework of AE can result in triggering a
set of rules from different nodes of the AST. As a result of this
equations in different nodes can be active at the same time. Such
a system is highly distributed and well suited for situations other
than dynamic semantics of sequential languages. In this paper we
consider only the application of the event-mechanism to situations
with a single sequential tread of control. For these situations we
are able to present the sequential control flow in terms of FSMs.
For distributed situations FSMs would have to be replaced with
PetriNets or StateCharts.

A concept for providing libraries of programming language fea-
tures is currently under development. With this concept it shall
be possible to reuse constructs/features of programming languages
that have already been specified using Montages. Examples of this
kind of features are arithmetic expressions, recursive function call,
exception handling, parameter passing techniques, standard control
features etc. The specifications of different languages can then im-
port such a feature, and it can be customized according to specific
needs. The customization may range from the substitution of key-
words to the selection of a feature from a set of variants, like differ-
ent kinds of inheritance mechanisms in object-oriented languages.
We hope that the possibility to reuse a specification which captures
a particular concept in two different languages can also be used to
decide how closely related their semantics are. A further step in
that direction will be the development of systems where software
written in different languages can be combined and new languages
can be designed and integrated in the development process.
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Appendix

assignment ::= variable: IDENT
expr: EXPRESSION

exprI update T

@update:
ValueOfVar(variable) := expr.value

Figure 11: The assignment Montage

We have seen Montages for expressions and several control
statements. Here we give additional examples of constructs typical
for programming languages in the imperative and object oriented
paradigm. In Figure 11 we see an assignment statement that works
together with the variable Montage in Figure 4. While the action of
the variable Montage reads the dynamic function ValueOfVar, the
update-action of the assignment updates that function.

For the sake of simplicity we use just identifiers to refer to vari-
ables and procedures. In realistic scenarios the usual attribute tech-
niques are used to determine use-definition relations, including the
resolution of various forms of name scopes. Reference attribute
grammars are especially useful for that task.

sequenceStm ::= body: list of STATEMENT

LIST

bodyI T

Figure 12: The sequenceStm Montages

printStm ::= text: EXPRESSION

textI print T

@print:
println(text.value)

Figure 13: The printStm Montage

In Fig. 12 we show how sequential flow through a list of com-
ponents is modeled in Montages. The print statement (Fig. 13) fires
an action using the Aslan syntax for printing to the standard output.
Its use is to test the behavior of the other statements.

Non Structural control �ow We have shown how FSMs are
constructed along the structure of the AST. For certain program-
ming constructs, it is hard to model the control flow like this. These

constructs include procedure calls, goto’s, exceptions. In this Sec-
tion we show how to construct FSMs for these constructs.

More technically, the problem is to define arrows of the FSM
relating states that belong not to the same node in the AST. Our
solution is to allow a reference from within a Montage to all in-
stances of a certain type, for instance a reference to all instances
of EXPRESSION. Visually such a reference to the instances of t is
given by a box labeled by “ANY t”, and we call them reference-
boxes. A control arrow to or from a reference-box denotes a family
of arrows to or from all corresponding instances. As in the case
of boxes labeled with components, incoming arrows are connected
with the initial state and outgoing arrows are connected with the
terminal state.

As an example consider again the AST from Fig. 1. A square
box labeled with “ANY EXPRESSION” would refer to all nodes, a
square box labeled with “ANY Sum” would refer to nodes 1 and 3
and so on. In this constellation a control arrow into a “ANY Sum”
reference-box would denote 2 control arrows ending in the initial
states of the nodes 1 and 3, a control arrow departing from the
same reference-box would denote 2 control arrows departing from
the terminal states of nodes 1 and 3.

The conditions on a family of arrows typically depend on at-
tributes of source and target nodes of each arrow. � The syntax to
refer to these nodes is src and trg.

labeledStm ::= label: IDENT
body: STATEMENT

bodyI T

Figure 14: The labeledStm Montage

gotoStm ::= targetLabel: IDENT

goI

ANY labeledStm

trg.label = targetLable

Figure 15: The gotoStm Montage

As a first example for non-structural control flow we give Mon-
tages for the labeled statement (Figure 14) and the goto statement
(Figure 15). The unique component of a goto statement is its tar-
getLable. The semantics of goto is to lead control directly to the
instance of labeled-statement which has a label-component corre-
sponding to its targetLable. Formally, the box labeled with “ANY
labeledStm” is a reference to all instances of labeledStm. The edge
from the go-state to the ANY-box denotes thus a family of FSM-
edges from the “go” state going to the initial state of each labeled
Statement, and the condition

trg �label � targetLabel

�Since attributes are associated with AST, we will provide means to ref-
erence the source and target AST-node, rather than the source and target
state in the FSMs.
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on the edges evaluates only to true if targetLabel and the label of
the labeledStm match.

An example program in our language is

A: print 1;
goto B;

C: goto A;
B: print 2;

goto C;

the corresponding FSM and AST is given in Fig. 16. The result of
executing the FSM is the sequential printing of 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, � � � .

Exception Throw and Catch For the specification of a simple
exception mechanism, we assume that an attribute

leastEnclosingCatchStm

points from each node to the least enclosing instance of the catch-
Stm production. The definition of such an attribute is standard tech-
nique in reference attribute grammar. Since such attributes are very
often used, and since their definitions are typically spreading over
several Montages, in Gem-Mex there are built-in attributes for ref-
erencing least enclosing instances of arbitrary productions.

throwStm ::= exception: IDENT

throwI

ANY catchStm

finally

trg.Parent = leastEnclosingCatchStm

@throw:
GlobalException := exception

Figure 17: The throwStm Montage

The throw statement (Figure 17) sets the global nullary func-
tion GlobalException to its exception-component. For simplicity
exceptions are just given by identifiers. Then control is lead to the
least finally-component of the least enclosing catch statement. The
nested finally-component inside the “ANY catchStm” reference-
box is illustrating another feature of Montages, namely to refer not
only to direct components, but as well to components of compo-
nents, or as in this case to components of reference-boxes.

The Parent attribute is another built-in attribute pointing to the
parent of each node. Thus the term trg.Parent in the control-edge
from the throw-state to the finally-component of the reference box
actually references to the instances of catchStm. Control is lead to
those instance being equal to the least enclosing instance of catch-
Stm.

The catch statement Montage is shown in Figure 18. Control
enters first the body component, then the finally component, af-
ter this, the catch state is reseting GlobalException to undef if it
matches with the exception component of the catch. If after the
catch-state the GlobalException is not undef, control is lead to the
finally component of the least enclosing instance of catchStm. Oth-
erwise control leaves the construct normally.

A desired consequence of the given specification is, that the
finally-part is always executed, even when an exception is raised.

catchStm ::= body: STATEMENT
exception: IDENT
finally: STATEMENT

body finallyI catch T

ANY catchStm

finally

trg.Parent = leastEnclosingCatchStm
GlobalException != undef and

@catch:
if GlobalException = exception then

GlobalException := undef
endif

Figure 18: The catchStm Montage

Procedure Declaration and Call For the specification of pro-
cedure declaration and call we need a global nullary function

Frame

which represents the activation frame stack. The functions push( ),
last, and top are defined as usual:

s�push�n��top � n

s�push�n��last � s

The procedure call Montage (Figure 19) shows that first the ac-

procedureCall ::= name: IDENT
actualParams:
list of EXPRESSION

LIST

actualParams call returnI T

ANY procedureDecl

trg.name = name

@call:
Frame := Frame.push(self)

@return:
Frame := Frame.last

Figure 19: The procedureCall Montage

tual parameters are evaluated, then the call-action pushes the proce-
dureCall instance on the stack and control is lead to the procedure-
declaration with matching name.
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printStm gotoStm

print
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printStm
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Figure 16: The flat finite state machine and its relation to the AST.

In order to make recursive calls working, both the value and
the VarOfVariable functions must be reallocated at each activation
frame. Formally this is done by introducing two new function,
called recValue( ) and RecVarOfVariable( , ) The functions from
the model without recursion are now redefined using the new func-
tions:

value � recValue�Frame�

VarOfVariable�v� � RecVarOfVariable�v �Frame�

With this redefinitions the previously introduced Montages for ex-
pressions and statements can be reused in a context with recursion
without adopting them.

returnStm ::= result: EXPRESSION

resultI return

ANY procedureCall

return

trg = Frame.top

@return:
Frame.top.recValue(Frame.last) := result.value

Figure 20: The returnStm Montage

In the return Montage (Figure 20) the result-expression is evalu-
ated and then the return-action returns this value. Frame.top holds
the previously pushed procedureCall instance. We call this node
the caller. The value of the caller has to be set to the value of the
result component, such that the value is visible after the current

frame is removed from the stack. Thus not the value is updated but
the recValue(Frame.last). Then control is sent to the return-state
of the caller. The action associated with this state removes the top
frame from the stack by setting Frame to Frame.last as shown in
Figure 19.

procedureDecl ::= name: IDENT
formalParams:
list of PARAMETER
body: STATEMENT

formalParams

LIST

I body

Figure 21: The procedureDecl Montage

In the procedure declaration (Figure 21) it is just shown that
first all formal parameters have to be visited, then the body of the
procedure call is visited. We assume that each possible thread of
control in the procedure body ends with a return statement. For
simplicity we do not show how such conditions are formalized with
Montages. The definition of the parameters is given in Figure 22.
The actualize-action sets the value of the formal parameter to the
value of the corresponding actual parameter. Correspondence is
given by the same position in the list, e.g. by the predefined at-
tribute listPos. The value of the actual parameters has to be read on
the caller, denoted by Frame.top, and one has to read the value in
the last activation frame, e.g. by using recValue(Frame.last).

Classes� Objects� Fields� Methods� Inheritance� Overriding�
Dynamic Binding In the following we introduce programming
constructs known from object oriented languages. The class decla-
ration in Figure 23 has four components. The name is used to refer
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parameter ::= name: IDENT
listPos: DIGITS

actualizeI T

@actualize:
ValOfVariable(name) :=

Frame.top.actualParams[listPos].recValue(Frame.last)

Figure 22: The parameter Montage

classDecl ::= name: IDENT
superClass: IDENT
fields:
list of FIELDDECL
methods:
list of PROCEDUREDECL

GlobalClassTable(name) := self
forall f in list fields

fieldTable(f.name) := f
endforall
forall m in list methods

methodTable(m.name) := m
endforall

Figure 23: The classDecl Montage

to the class. A global function

GlobalClassTable� �

is used to map class-names to their declarations in the AST. The
definition of GlobalClassTable is determined by the first semantic
equation

GlobalClassTable�name� 
� self

The superClass component gives the name of the super-class. The

fieldDecl ::= name: IDENT

Figure 24: The fieldDecl Montage

super-class itself can be accessed as GlobalClassTable(superClass).
The fields component is a list of field-declarations (Figure 24). A
functional attribute

��eldTable� �

is used to map the names of the class fields to their declaration in
the AST. The all-quantified semantic equation

�eldTable�f �name� 
� f

is defining this attribute for all fields f in the list. Similarly the list
of methods is given, and a functional attribute .methodTable( ) is
used. The all-quantified semantic equations denote a set of seman-
tic equations. Since the set of equations depends only on the AST,
this does not destroy the declarative character of attribute gram-
mars.

newExpr ::= class: IDENT

createI T

@create:
extend Objects with o

o.type := GlobalCalssTable(class)
value := o

endextend

Figure 25: The newExpr Montage

The new expression (Figure 25) is used to allocate a new object
of some type, and it shows the use of the ASM extend-rule. The
universe Objects of objects in the runtime system of our language
is extended with a new element o. The type attribute of o is set
to the corresponding class declaration, and the value of the new-
expression is set to o.

The value of the fields of an object are stored in a binary func-
tion

��eldValue� �

where the first argument is the object, and the second argument is
the AST node corresponding to the declaration of the field. We
must use the AST-node, since due to overriding the same object
can have several fields with the same name. If a field is referenced
or updated, the right field is determined dynamically. This is in
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contrast to most object-oriented-languages (i.e. Java) where the
fields are determined statically, and only the method binding is de-
termined dynamically). In our example language both the binding
of fields and methods is dynamic.

In order to determine for an object of type c in which class its
field n is declared we have the definition

GetFieldClass(n, c) =
(if c.fieldTable(n) != undef then

c.fieldTable(n)
else

GetFieldClass(n, GlobalClassTable(c.superClass))

which looks up whether the field is declared in the class, and oth-
erwise calls the same function recursively for the super class. The
field n for class c can then be computed as

GetField(n, c) = GetFieldClass(n, c).fieldTable(n)

fieldApplication ::= designator: DESIGNATOR
fieldName: IDENT

designatorI apply T

@apply:
let f = GetField(fieldName, designator.value.type) in

value := designator.value.fieldValue(f)
field := f

endlet

Figure 26: The fieldApplication Montage

For the definition of field applications, we introduce the type DES-
IGNATOR. Designators are either variable-uses (Figure 4) or field
applications. In Figure 26 the definition of the field application is
given. First the designator is evaluated, then the field-declaration is
calculated, and the value of this field is assigned to the value of the
field application. The field-declaration is assigned to field in order
to reuse this information, if the field-application is used as left-
hand-side of a field assignment. The field assignment (Figure 27)

fieldAssignment ::= application:
FIELDAPPLICATION
expr: EXPRESSION

exprI application assign T

designator

@assign:
let o = application.designator.value in

o.fieldValue(application.field) := expr.value
endlet

Figure 27: The fieldAssignment Montage

calculates the value of the expr-component and the application-
component. The object whose field is changed is the value of the
designator-component of the application-component.

Finally we give the semantics of method application. As usual
in object-oriented languages the method to call is determined at run
time. The type of the actual object is used to know which method
is bound to an identifier. Formally, the method name n and class c
are needed to determine the right method as follows:

DynamicBinding(n, c) =
(if c.methodTable(n) != undef then

c.methodTable(n)
else

DynamicBinding(n,GlobalClassTable(c.superClass)))

The remaining part of method application (Figure 28) are similar
to the procedure call (Figure 19). The access to the current object
is given by setting it as the value of the variable “self” in the frame
to be called.

methodApplication ::= variable:
DESIGNATOR
method:
IDENT
actualParams:
list of EXPRESSION

LIST

actualParamsI call return T

ANY procedureCall

trg = DynamicBinding(method, variable.value.type)

@call:
RecValOfVariable(”self”, Frame.push(self))

:= variable.value
Frame := Frame.push(self)

endlet

@return:
Frame := Frame.last

Figure 28: The methodApplication Montage
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